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Force and Newton’s Laws 
 
Purpose: To study Newton’s Laws. 
Background: F=ma. An objects mass determines how much it will resist a change in 
velocity. A net force causes acceleration. All forces are vectors: their direction matters.  
Materials:  

• Logger Pro 
• Cart 
• Weight 
• Fan 
• Floor 
• Computer 
• Motion radar 
• Ramp or some kind of incline 
• Ruler 
• Batteries  

Procedure: 
1. Hook motion radar up to logger pro on the computer. 
2. Set up cart with fan on with floor with motion radar facing the direction the cart is 

going to come about a meter away. 
 

3. Turn the fan on. 
4. Start the motion radar and let the cart go at the same time. 
5. Analyze the graph (velocity, position and acceleration) 
6. Repeat this procedure for the four different situations (fan high with weight, fan 

low with weight, fan high without weight and fan low without weight). 
7. Set up motion radar attached to computer facing the ramp (high and low) that the 

cart is going to go down. 
8. Start motion radar and let go of cart at the same time.  
9. Analyze the graph (velocity, position and acceleration) 

  
(GRAPHS AND DATA ARE AT THE BOTTOM) 
 
Observations:  
When the fan was turned on and you let go of the cart the cart accelerated forward. When 
the cart was on the ramp and you let go of the cart the cart accelerated forward. When the 
ramp is at a lower incline the cart does not move as fast as when the ramp is at a high 
incline. Our cart weighed 584 grams and the weight we put on the cart for two situations 
weighed 198 grams. Our low incline was 6 cm and our high incline was 11 cm.  
Analysis: 
Our cart broke so we had to put it back together the best we could, but out data might not 
be as exact as it could be because of that. Our fan did not work very well and sometimes 
when we had it set on the high speed it did not seem like it was going as fast as it should 
have been. When we went to weigh our cart we had to take it all apart and weigh each 



piece individually, but sometimes part of the cart was hanging off the side of the scale so 
our weight might not be exactly correct. 
Conclusion:  
In this lab we studied Newton’s laws by recording the force on a cart compared to its 
velocity, position and acceleration. We did this by using a fan to accelerate a cart with 
and without and weight on it at different speeds. We also studied Newton’s laws by 
sending a cart down a ramp at different inclines.  
Questions: 

1. The acceleration of our high incline cart was 1.07 and the 
acceleration of our low incline cart was 0.59. G is 9.8 so the 
acceleration of both of the carts was less than g, which it should 
be.  

2. The force from the fan on low speed with a 198 gram weight was 
782 N, the force from the fan on high speed with a 198 gram 
weight was 78.2 N, the force from the fan when the fan was on low 
speed without a weight was 116.9 N and the force from the fan 
when the fan was on high speed without a weight was 58.4 N   

3. If you allowed the ramp to bounce the v/t graph would go up and 
down because the cart would have to go up and down so it would 
slow down and speed up.   

4. The x/t curve would not have as high of a slope, the v/t curve 
would not have as high of a slope and the a/t curve would be 
lower.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Graph and data for when the fan was on slow with a 198 gram weight: 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Graph and data above for when fan on high speed with 198 gram weight. 
 



Graph and data below for when fan is on low speed without a weight. 

 



Data below is when fan was on high speed without a weight. 

Graph and data below of cart when at a low incline. 



Graph and data below for when cart is at a high incline. 
 


